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ONIKUMA X32 gaming headphones
ONIKUMA X32  is  a  headphone  that  will  allow  you  to  fully  immerse  yourself  in  the  world  of  gaming  and  enjoy  excellent  sound  during
exciting gameplay. The 50mm drivers provide incredible sound clarity, and the built-in microphone allows you to communicate with your
team during the game. Dynamic RGB backlighting will increase your immersion level, and wide compatibility means you'll use them in
conjunction with many popular devices on the market.
 
No sound will escape your attention
Immerse yourself in the world of virtual gameplay and hear every step of your opponents, ambient murmur and explosions as if you were
really there! The headphones have built-in powerful 50mm drivers, which guarantees deep bass and clear sound. Now you'll hear every
nuance  of  sound,  allowing  you  to  react  even  faster  during  gameplay.  Stereo  surround  sound  makes  you  feel  like  you're  right  in  the
middle of the action!
 
Stay in touch with others
ONIKUMA  X32  are  equipped  with  an  omni-directional  microphone  that  will  allow  you  to  communicate  freely  with  your  team  and
opponents  in  real  time.  The  sound  quality  is  so  good  that  your  voice  will  be  clearly  heard,  making  it  easier  to  coordinate  and  plan
strategies during gameplay. What's more, thanks to its flexible design, you can easily adjust its position to suit your needs.
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Discover a new dimension of gameplay
Now you can focus on gameplay without worrying about discomfort. The lightweight design of the headphones, weighing just 325 grams,
means you can play for hours without feeling fatigue. The soft  earcups fit  snugly around your ears,  perfectly muffling outside sounds.
Dynamic RGB backlighting further emphasizes their gaming character. 
 
	Manufacturer
	Onikuma
	Model
	X32
	Color
	Black
	Transducers
	50 mm
	Impedance
	20Ω ±15%
	Sensitivity
	100 dB±3 dB
	Frequency response
	20Hz-20kHz
	Microphone
	Yes
	Microphone sensitivity
	-38 dB±3 dB
	Backlighting 
	Yes, RGB
	Weight
	325 g

Price:

€ 15.50
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